
TRENDS IN PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
By W. J. DONALD AND EDITH KING DONALD

THERE are so many diflerent in-
dustrial sections of the United
States of America, each of them

influenced more or less by the dominance
of di£Ferent types of industry and af-
fected by different stages of industrial
development, that any attempt dogmat-
ically to indicate the personnel trends in
America is likely to be subject to so many
lines of dispute as to make the effort
almost reckless.

This paper will, therefore, attempt
simply to survey the most outstanding
new developments and to indicate trends
which are likely to become most marked
in the next few years.

Organization of Personnel
Administration

The time was when personnel work
was largely regarded as the job of the
personnel man and there were many per-
sons who argued that the personnel de-
partment should have entire control of
personnel administration. This was
true particularly of the period from ap-
proximately 1914 to 1920, when per-
sonnel administration was being rapidly
developed and when personn^ men were
struggling for a degree of recognition,
influence, and even authority which pre-
viously they had not had. The natural
result was that with notable exceptions
there was an over-emphasis of the au-
thority of the personnel man and an
under-emphasis of the personnel func-
tions of the line organization from fore-
man to president. This resulted in many
conflicts of jurisdiction and authority
which were very disturbing to the effec-
1 0 «

tive execution of a personnel program.
Since the great depression in 1920

and 1921, including among many other
things some deflation of the personnel
movement, a rather different point of
view has grown up.

In the first place, it has become a
generally accepted principle that per-
sonnel administration is a function of
every person who supervises others in
the organization. One hears speakers
and finds writers discussing the qualities
of foremen in terms of whether or not
the foreman is a good personnel man,
and there are even references to presi-
dents and general managers as good
personnel men. There are not a few
presidents of companies who openly
make the statement that they are the
chief personnel directors of their com-
panies.

As a result, personnel men, instead of
claiming that they have absolute power
in selection, placement, and dismissal of
workers, regardless of any preference
or conviction on the part of the fore-
man, are now claiming that it is the
function of the personnel department to
facilitate the work of the supervisor in
dealing with the personnel problems in-
volved in management. "Facilitation,"
the admirably expressive term used by
Mr. Oliver Sheldon in his excellent
book, The Philosophy of Management,
is a term which is beginning to make its
influence felt in the United States and a
term which gradually is being used more
and more generally. The personnel de-
partment is thus being recognized as a
facilitating department, its functions be-
ing to assist the organization in the
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preparation and execution of personnel
policy through research, advice, and co-
operation.

Organization for Selection

An employment manager, for in-
stance, does the initial job of weeding
out the applicants for employment, se-
lecting those who would have a fair
chance of fitting well into the organiza-
tion, and referring them to the super-
visor who is in need of additional help.
In making this selection, the employ-
ment manager, of course, weeds out per-
sons whom the supervisor might be dis-
posed to employ but who would not fit
well into the organization. It is still
true, and probably will continue to be
true in the majority of companies, that
no supervisor will be permitted to em-
ploy men who have not had the approval
of the employment department. But
the power of employment managers to
prevent a foreman from dismissing an
employee from his department has prac-
tically disappeared. Every foreman
has, or should have, the power to dis-
miss from his department, referring the
employee to the employment depart-
ment either for a final separation from
the company or for transfer to some
other department. On the other hand,
most personnel departments have the
responsibility of transferring men from
one department to another within the
company even against the wishes of de-
partment heads who may wish to keep
men in their respective departments. In
common practice department heads have
learned the value of cooperation in this
matter, and transfers are made without
friction.

In the light of this newer point of
view, responsibility for results is clearly
indicated and there is no confusion as to
authority in regard to the administra-

tion of any department of a company.
In cases where supervisors have an un-
usual turnover or seem unwilling to co-
operate with the employment depart-
ment, either by releasing men for trans-
fer or by accepting a reasonable propor
tion of men selected by the employment
department for employment, the sola
tion of such difficulties lies in the possibil-
ity of the employment department's rec-
ommending to executives, higher up
than the offending supervisor, the pos-
sibility of the removal of the foreman
or the correction of the abuses for which
he has been responsible.

In the development of the principle
that personnel administration is an in-
tegral part of management, there have
been several other evidences of progress
P'or instance, it is customary for super
visors to participate in the preparation
of such documents as a manual of em-
ployment procedure or ;i syllabus of in-
structional outlines for the training of
employees. Members of the line organ;
/.ation, including the foreman, arc much
more likely to cooperate in carrying out
the personnel program when they have
had a part in the preparation of the
policy and program and of the tools
which are to be used in making them
effective.

One very logical corollary of the
newer point of view is an effort to train
the supervisor in the process of carrying
out the company's personnel program.
In some companies this has been done
informally for years and is simply in-
stinctive good management. Indeed,
there often is no thought-out philosophy
with regard to such an interpretation of
policy. It is merely an expression of the
good sense or natural inclination of the
leaders of the business. But in very
large organizations, even though the
upper executives have this spirit and
vision, it becomes extremelv diluted be-
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fore reaching the lowest ranks of super-
visors. Therefore, it is highly desirable
that some more or less formal steps
should be taken to convey this policy ef-
fectively down throughout the organ-
ization.

In the last two or three years a few
companies have begun to train the super-
visor in the carrying out of the com-
pany's personnel program. Without
such steps, the personnel work of a large
organization is likely to fall down at its
weakest point, and all the energetic, in-
telligent and well-informed efforts of the
director of personnel will scarcely get
past first base unless steps are taken to
strengthen all the positions on the team
by which the personnel program of the
company must be carried out.

Organization for Training

This need for training all along the
line finds expression most clearly in a
company's program for the training of
employees. The training of rank-and-
file employees has been conspicuous in
American industry for nearly 30 years.
At first the emphasis was primarily on
what might be called education as dis-
tinguished from training. In a good
many cases such an educational move-
ment was initiated by an executive offi-
cer of the company who himself had
had comparatively few educational ad-
vantages and who was inspired to give
to his employees advantages which he
had not enjoyed himself. The motive
was essentially philanthropic rather than
economic, and the driving power was
emotional rather than intellectual. A
contributing factor was the need for
training in English and citizenship for
the large number of non-English-speak-
ing immigrant workers. A good deal of
the instructional material had little bear-
ing on training for the job and might be

regarded as a substitute for the work of
the public schools.

During the war and its attendant in-
dustrial boom, industry was forced to
lay emphasis on training for the imme-
diate job, the consequence being a rapid
growth of vestibule schools which pro-
vided quick instruction in the elements
of performing the job. Consequently,
there was a shift from an emphasis on
what may be fairly called industrial edu-
cation to job training.

Meanwhile, industrial training began
to feel the influence of different peda-
gogical ideas. Whereas the earlier in-
struction offered by companies was con-
ducted by what was called "corporation
schools" with formal class rooms, in-
structors, et cetera, the newer tendency
was for training the worker in actual
production under an instructor foreman,
and this change in method brought such
quick and effective results that it was a
very large factor in making possible the
increase in wage levels which took place
during the long boom period from 1914
to 1920.

The Project Method of Teaching

Into American business has come of
recent years a group of advanced peda-
gogical thinkers from the university
schools of education. They have
brought with them the project method
of teaching, involving what we now
commonly call training on the job, and
the preliminary steps that were taken
during the war have in some quarters
been carried much further to the extent
that the supervisor, regarded as the real
teacher of the worker, is being trained
in the process of teaching so that he may
perform his functions better than ever
before, better than the training function
was performed by corporation schools
and better than it was performed by the
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foreman or the journeyman before the
era of corporation schools began."̂

The president of one of our most pro-
gressive companies has frankly said that
management is in large measure an edu-
cation and training job. He illustrates
this by telling how on one occasion a
number of executives of his company
analyzed management in terms of spe-
cific operations and that after classify-
ing all the typical operations, nine out of
ten of them were listed under education
and training. The reasonable inference
from this analysis is that a great propor-
tion of the training falls upon the shoul-
ders of the supervisor and, in order to
get that training done effectively, be him-
self must be taught to train. This nat-
urally raises the question as to what is
the function of an educational or train-
ing department. The answer may be
given under four main headings.

1. To provide that enthusiasm and
promotive quality which spreads inter-
est in training throughout the organiza-
tion and creates desire and willingness
on the part of every supervisor to take
part in the training process.

2. To help to prepare the instruc-
tional outlines to be used by supervisors
in the training of their workers. One
says "help" advisedly because it may
easily be recognized that when the super-
visors themselves have prepared the in-
structional outhnes with the help of an

^ One of the largest electric manufacturing com-
panies has practically done away with all formal
classroom instruction of employees and is concen-
trating its efforts on training the foremen to train
others. A syllabus for supervisors in an electrical
public-utility company consists almost wholly 01
material which deals with teacher training for
foremen. The assumption is that in order to make
the training program really effective, steps must
be taken to have the training of the worker con-
tinuous from the time of entering the plant until he
leaves it, and the principle is followed that the
best training is that which is given in connection
with actual work under normal circumstances- of
•iiipervision, incentive, and responsihilify.

educational department, they are much
more likely to take an interest in the
training program and to feel a definite
responsibility for making it actually
effective.

3. To prepare, improve, and con-
stantly revise the procedure for carrying
out the training program, thus facilitat-
mg the work of the supervisor.

4. To take a very active part in train-
ing the supervisor to train.

On this point it might be argued that
the higher executives ought to have tbe
responsibility of training the supervisor
to train, and doubtless as time goes on
they will participate more generally in
this phase of the training program.
There are instances where a general
manager has actually taken this position,
and, having done so, has expected his
associates next in line to take tbe same
attitude with those further down in the
organization.

Labor Supply

When the personnel movement first
began in America, the chief emphasis
was placed on those problems which
have to do largely with the manual
working force. This was intensified
during the war period by the compara-
tive dearth of labor. There is, of
cdurse, no less attention to these prob-
lems today than ever before, thanks
partly to immigration restrictions and
the fact that were it not for increased
output per man-hour due to "labor sav-
ing machinery," "labor saving manage-
ment," and better morale, the United
States would be faced with a serious
dearth of labor today. The labor-supply
problem in America is likely to continue
to be an important one. Indeed, there
are those who believe that the present
situation, in which there are compara-
tively few strikes and a small surplus of
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labor for employment, may not continue
for many years.

During the last three or four years
the output per man has been greatly in-
creased through vast installations of
effort-saving machinery and the intro-
duction of incentives for factory work-
ers and other similar measures, but it is
a serious question whether the rate of
increase of output per man-hour can be
kept up and whether, with the growth of
American industry and continued im-
migration restriction, a dearth of labor
will not reappear in serious form in the
course of the next decade.

Research

Reference has been made to the ad-
visory relationship of a personnel de-
partment to the line organization. It
will be recognized, of course, that the
effects of sound advice must be based
not only on the personality and promo-
tive qualities of the director of personnel
activities, but also on scientific research
in the field of personnel management.
Incident to this changing conception by
reason of which the personnel job has
been placed squarely on the shoulders
of the supervisor, the personnel depart-
ment has been relieved to a considerable
extent of what may be called operating
personnel responsibilities, and is thus
left time for more intensive research
into the personnel problems of the com-
pany. Consequently, personnel depart-
ments are less disturbed than formerly
by interruptions and are better able to
concentrate on more fundamental inves-
tigations of personnel problems. These
have taken many directions, such as re-
search on hours of work, bonus plans,
pensions, profit-sharing systems, group
insurance, suggestion systems, employee
investments in company securities, sav-
ings plans, mutual-benefit plans, discov-

ery of methods of labor stabilization,
and have even led to the developing of
wholly new lines of products intended
to fill in seasonal gaps in employment.

Sales and Office Personnel Problems

The end of the war marked the be-
ginning of more severe competition due
in part to excessive plant capacity. But
the competitive struggle became intensi-
fied through increasing competition be-
tween lines of industry producing substi-
tute commodities—the radio has begun
to take the place of the talking machine,
cement is making inroads in the con-
struction industry, giving brick and steel
construction a new line of competition
more severe than they ever experienced
from within their own industry. Im-
proved transportation facilities bring
sources of supply in competition with
each other which formerly were serving
non-competing territories.

The result has been a severe demand
upon the manufacturing end of business
to bring costs of production down to
even lower levels. The factory execu-
tives have begun to protest and to urge
that similar economies and reductions of
unit costs be made in the marketing and
administration expenses. As a conse-
quence, personnel problems, which at
one time seemed to be confined largely
to the manufacturing side of business
concerns, now are beginning to be recog-
nized more and more clearly in the dis-
tributing and administrative depart-
ments. Office-personnel departments
and sales-personnel departments have
been established in many American com-
panies during the last few years. Banks
and insurance companies are giving at-
tention to office personnel problems in
much the same manner that was for-
merly given to manual workers by manu-
facturing companies. The careful selec-
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tton and training of salesmen has be-
come recognized as important as the
training and selection of labor.

Organization of Personnel Departments

Another result has been that not in-
frequently a company may have several
personnel departments existing side by
side. An office manager who is also a
manager of the office personnel depart-
ment, a factory personnel department,
and a sales-personnel department may
be found in the same concern. In a com-
pany with several plants there are
usually managers of personnel depart-
ments at each of the factories, with a
central personnel department which has
no authority over the personnel men in
the various factories or other units, but
which cooperates by providing informa-
tion and advice for the personnel men
in the various units as well as for the
major executives of those units. There
are instances of marketing organizations
which have managers of personnel de-
partments in their branch offices.

Some years ago it was not unusual for
companies to have several men each in
charge of a phase of the personnel work.
A company might possess an employ-
ment manager, a manager of the educa-
tional department, a secretary of the
pension committee, a secretary of the
mutual-benefit association, a safety engi-
neer, et cetera, et cetera. In recent
years there has been a tendency to co-
ordinate these activities into one per-
sonnel department in charge of a chief
assisted by specialists in the various
problems of personnel.

One typical personnel department is
headed by a supervisor of industrial re-
lations who has as his associates a safety
engineer, a manager of the employment
department for headquarters, a person-
nel statistician, an educational director.

a manager of the company store, and a
medical director. Most of these have
an advisory relation to the executives
of branch offices and branch factories as
well as to personnel men in those respec-
tive units.

The position of the personnel man in
the general organization differs in vari-
ous firms as is often indicated by his
title. There are a number of instances
of personnel men who are staff vice-
presidents of their companies. "Em-
ployment Manager" was a title very
generally found a few years ago, but at
present it has been superseded in many
concerns by titles containing the word,
"personnel." For a time the title, "Per-
sonnel Manager," was spreading rap-
idly, but recently such titles as "Direc-
tor of Personnel Activities" and "Super-
visor of Industrial Relations" have be-
come more common. The fact that the
title, "Personnel Manager," is gradually
disappearing reflects the point of view
that the personnel man does not man-
age or direct the personnel, but rather
manages or directs the work of the per-
sonnel department. The management of
the personnel has become increasingly
the province of the line supervisor.
There is, however, very little uniformity
in titles: "Manager of Personnel Activi-
ties," "Service Manager," "Manager of
Training Activities," and many others
are found at present in common use.

Certain definite trends may be recog-
nized in the various phases of the activi-
ties of personnel management.

Wages and Salaries

There has been a very marked tend-
ency toward the growth of extra incen-
tives in the compensation of employees.
There are, as is well known, a great va-
riety of formulae for setting up a com-
pensation plan, about 25 of them being
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known by the names of the men who in-
vented them. There are, in addition, a
great many others which are adaptations
of these.

One of the most significant develop-
ments is a comparatively rapid growth
of group honus plans for manual work-
ers, intended to give additional compen-
sation to the group on the hasis of the
output of the group. Sometimes these
groups consist of men engaged in work
of the same kind but in which several
men must cooperate. In other cases, the
group consists of men who carry on a
series of operations through their sev-
eral steps. In some cases the foreman is
included in the group or at least receives
extra compensation based on the output
of the group.

One of the distinct advantages of the
group bonus plan is that it puts a pre-
mium on cooperation, encourages work-
ers to insist upon their fellow-workers
doing a fair share of the work, and be-
ing on the job promptly each day. In
some cases, it encourages the worker to
help train his fellow-worker.

In dealing with the sales force extra
incentives through commission plans or
bonus plans are becoming very general.
Until recently, however, there have been
comparatively few instances of compen-
sating office employees on the basis of a
measured output. This has been due, in
large measure, to the difficulty in meas-
uring the output of various classes of
office employees. In the last few years,
however, some very substantial work
has been done in developing methods of
measuring office-employee output. The
number of companies which are applying
these methods is rapidly increasing, and
new techniques have been evolved for
measuring certain classes of office work
which previously had defied measure-
ment.

This development is making it pos-

sible to compensate office employees on
the basis of their output, and the next
few years will probably see a very sub-
stantial development in this direction.

An intermediate stage in the compen-
sation of office workers has been the de-
velopment of what is usually referred to
as job classification and salary standard-
ization, in which jobs are rated and
classified and minimum and maximum
limits set for classes of jobs.

Profit-Sharing

In general, it may be said that the
growth of profit-sharing as applied to
rank-and-file workers has practically
been abandoned in America. The con-
viction has grown that, while profit-
sharing may be an excellent arrange-
ment as applied to persons of some re-
sponsibility, it has comparatively little
effect on the rank and file, and is always
in danger of creating ill will when a
period of low profits or of no profits
arrives.

Incentives, which are based on the
actual output of the individual and an
extra compensation paid very shortly
after the production period has been
completed, have in large measure taken
the place of profit-sharing as applied to
rank-and-file employees.

Compensation of Executives

In the days when ownership and man-
agement were almost inseparable, the
compensation of the manager was equiv-
alent to the profits of the business, but
with the practical divorce of manage-
ment from ownership which came with
large-scale industry and the develop-
ment of the corporation, the first tend-
ency was to put the manager on a salary,
his dividends from stocks comprising a
comparatively small part of his total in-
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come. There were, of course, many pri-
vate "deals" in which the manager was
paid a salary and received as additional
compensation either a bonus based on
profits for the year or the dividends on
stocks which were assigned to him and
which by good management he might
make extremely valuable. These cases
applied, however, chiefly to the presi-
dent or general manager of a company.

In recent years there has been a dis-
tinct tendency toward applying the prin-
ciple of extra incentive to other execu-
tives—factory managers, district sales
managers, the foreman and other super-
visors, and even to staff men—the result
of whose efforts it is usually compara-
tively hard to measure.

Some of these plans take the form of
the more or less old-fashioned profit-
sharing plan. In general the tendency,
however, has been to base the extra com-
pensation, so far as possible, on a meas-
urement of the results of the efforts of
the particular individual. The net re-
sult of this departure is to relntroduce
into large-scale business in America some
of the elements of incentive which were
general when business was small and
when the manager was also usually
owner and thus had a direct interest in
the business.

Hours of Work

The work time per day and per week
has been decreasing in America over a
long period of years. One of the great-
est issues of public importance was the
steel industry's twelve-hour day, which
three years ago became a thing of the
past. The elimination of the twelve-
hour day in the steel industry does not
seem to have in any way justified the
alarming predictions which some per-
sons were disposed to make. In fact,
there were many people in the steel in-

dustry who believed that it could have
been done long before.

During the last two years the most
significant occurrence was the adoption
of the five-day week by the Ford Motor
Company and the growth of a good deal
of propaganda in favor of the general
spread of the five-day week. There has
been comparatively little evidence that
the movement is spreading widely, but
there are those who predict that five or
ten years from now the five-day week
will be as general then as the five-and-a
half day week is today.

Vacations for Manual Workers

Vacations with pay for executives and
office workers have long been general,
only a comparatively small number of
companies holding out against vacations
with pay for office workers.

More recently vacations for manual
workers have become more general. In
some quarters the opinion is held that
this vacation with pay increases the loy-
alty and efficiency of the worker and that
it pays profits to the company even
though it does somewhat upset the pro-
duction schedule. A great deal depends
upon the character of the industry and
the custom of the community.

Irmay fairly be said that, while there
is no well-thought-out attitude on the
practice of vacations with pay and that
the practice is more or less a matter of
expediency, nevertheless it is probably
gradually becoming an unwritten part of
the contract of employment.

No American state has made vaca-
tions with pay a legal requirement.
Even in Canada, where this step has
been agitated by labor organizations, no
such action has been taken, nor is there
any likelihood that such legislation will
be passed in view of the rapid spread of
\ acations with pay.
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Pensions

Pensions have been rapidly becoming
a part of the industrial fabric of Amer-
ica, at first slyly in the form of informal
pension plans in the nature of special
treatment of individual cases, and later
more openly through the adoption of
formal pension plans. The topic is sub-
ject to a great deal of dispute, and some
companies, which established pension
plans some years ago on a rather liberal
basis, are beginning to find that the
accumulating pension cost is much
higher than they had anticipated. The
tendency now is, partly in order to keep
down the pension cost of companies, to
put pension plans on a contributory
rather than the non-contributory basis
on which most of the earlier pension
plans were based.

Stock-purchase and Savings Plans

A good many companies have pro-
vided for the purchase of the securities
of the company by the employees. At
first such plans were established largely
in the expectation that they would in-
crease the loyalty and the efficiency of
the employees by giving them an interest
in the company. Some of these plans
were very generous, the company in
many cases making a partial contribu-
tion.

More recently, the emphasis has been
placed on the thrift and savings aspect
of the purchase of company securities by
the employees, and the contemporary
stock-purchase plans have therefore
taken on a somewhat more conservative
aspect.

One large company has- established
what is practically an investment trust,
an affiliated securities corporation, the
shares of which employees buy. The
securities corporation in turn purchases

a variety of securities, including the
bonds, preferred and common stocks oi
the manufacturing company, as well as
the securities of other companies.

Insurance and Benefit Plans

Group life insurance has been one of
the substantial developments of the last
ten years. Altogether there was ap-
proximately six and one-half billion dol-
lars of group life insurance in effect at
the beginning of 1928. At first, a large
proportion of group life-insurance plans
were non-contributory—that is, the com-
pany paid the whole cost—but more re-
cently there has been a very strong tend-
ency toward having the employee share
in the cost.

Similarly, there has been a decided
growth of benefit plans, a movement
which began earlier than did group life
insurance. These benefit plans provide
a scale of benefits for certain disabilities
including accidents, sickness, and death.
In many cases they exist side by side with
group life insurance. In other cases
they are more or less a substitute for
group life insurance. As in the case of
group life insurance, there has been a
movement toward requiring contribu-
tions from the company and also toward
the administration of the mutual-benefit
fund by an employees' committee with
the advice and cooperation of executives
of the company.

Vocational Adjustment

The importance of the preparation of
job descriptions and job specifications
has been much discussed, but until re-
cently the discussions had not led to
much definite action, the logical step fol-
lowing job analysis. Such specifications
are essential for any plan of job classifi-
cation and salary standardization. One
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distinct tendency in job analysis is the
setting-up of a statement accentuating
the "job difficulties."

The introduction of new employees
to their jobs, especially to the foreman
and to the fellow-workers, and to tbeir
environment is being performed more
effectively than ever before with distinct
advantage not only to the company but
also to the employee. Increased output
and increased earnings during tbe initial
period of employment and reduced turn-
over among new employees are the re-
sults to be gained.

Gradually the idea of transfers and
promotions from within the organiza-
tion is spreading, without, however, tak-
ing tbe form of a rigid rule which pre-
vents tbe recruiting of necessary special-
ists from outside the organization.

The rating of rank-and-file em-
ployees, which was much practiced some
years ago, has largely been eclipsed by
the growing attention to the rating of
persons of possible eligibility for promo-
tion to executive positions of greater
responsibility.

Promotion within the company is a
policy adopted by a few companies with
wood effects on the morale of the organi-
zation.

Health and Sanitation

Promotion of health and sanitation
has probably been the least effective of
all movements in personnel administra-
tion, but this is a subject which is begin-
ning to attract a great deal more atten-
tion. The costs to the company and to
the employees of ill health, consequent
absence from work or inefficiency on the
job, are regarded by many as vastly
more important than the accident prob-
lem to wbicb a great deal of attention
has been given in the past.

In nearly all large companies medical
examination prior ^o employment is the

rule, but compulsory periodic medical
examination for those already on the
payroll has not yet been generally
adopted. There are some companies
following this policy and they are em-
phatic in tbeir praise of it, claiming that
it has been attended by no serious com-
plications or objections on the part of
employees.

In most companies, however, em-
phasis has been placed on health educa-
tion rather than upon compulsory ex-
amination, and the general practice has
been to concentrate not so much on the
rank-and-file employees as upon the su-
pervisors, who in turn carry tbe message
of the health program to the employees.
This is another good illustration of the
advantages of a decentralized respon-
sibility in personnel administration.

Safety

Because of tbe spectacular losses re-
sulting from industrial accidents, a great
deal of effort has been expended on re-
ducing the number and seriousness of
such accidents. Workmen's compensa-
tion legislation has been passed in all but
three of the states, and safety work is
vigorously promoted in many com-
panies both large and small.

Results from this phase of industrial-
relations work can be isolated more
easily than from any other, and this very
quality of tangibility has undoubtedly
had a great deal to do with tbe interest
shown in accident prevention. Cer-
tainly the record of accomplishment is
so remarkable, in companies where sus-
tained and intelligent effort has been
made, tbat it should serve to convince
any set of officials of its value.

Figures issued yearly by one large cor-
poration indicate what can be done.
From 1906 to 1926 serious and fatal
accidents decreased 60.22 per cent, and
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from 1912 to 1926 disabling accidents
(including all accidents with loss of time
greater than the working turn) were re-
duced 83.81 per cent. This decrease has
been concurrent with a marked expan-
sion in properties and in numbers of em-
ployees. The results have been accom-
plished by careful engineering, which
has removed physical hazards in the
plant or on machines; by keeping com-
plete records of accidents subdivided by
cause, which indicate where added pre-
cautions are necessary; and by a cease-
less campaign of education. Each is nec-
essary, but perhaps the educational cam-
paign has yielded the greatest returns.

About $20,000,000 has been spent on
accident prevention since January i,
igi2. Had accidents continued at the
1906 rate, however, far more would
have been paid out under the vari-
ous state compensation laws to the in-
jured and their families. If, as a large
insurance company recently stated, it is
true that to every dollar of compensa-
tion cost resulting from an accident must
be added four dollars to pay for lost
time, labor turnover, waste of mate-
rials, interference in production, and
other conditions arising out of the acci-
dent, the saving from accident preven-
tion is many times greater.

While for some years safety educa-
tion was directed largely toward rank-
and-file employees, it has been found by
another very large company that still
greater improvement can be made by
concentrating the safety educational per-
sonnel activities and of carrying out the
personnel program through and by the
line organization.

Service to Employees

In the early stages of the personnel
movement in America, a relatively large
proportion of attention wi.s devoted to

what was called welfare work, compris-
ing such activities as social clubs, recrea-
tional activities, camps, athletic activi-
ties, employee publications, company
stores, sales and discounts for company
products, legal aid, housing, and res-
taurants.

Probably as much is done by com-
panies today as formerly along these
lines, but this general group of personnel
activities is much less conspicuous be-
cause it is being overshadowed by many
newer and relatively more important
activities.

There has also been a tendency to
eliminate certain classes of personnel
service and to continue only those which
have a direct bearing on the efficiency of
the employee, his earning capacity and,
by implication, his value to the company.

Other activities which have a much
less direct bearing on the company's in-
terest are being turned over more and
more to actual administration by the in-
terested employees themselves, and
many of these are financed almost en-
tirely by the employees. This gives em-
ployees an increased measure of auton-
omy and a more self-respecting status.
This tendency is a good illustration of
the trend away from a paternalistic atti-
tude toward employees.

Joint Relationships

The term "joint relationships" is
used in the United States to designate
the dealings between management and
employees on matters of mutual interest,
particularly as affecting such vital sub-
jects as wages, hours, and working con-
ditions; discipline and grievances; and
efficiency and economy of operation. In
industries in which employers recognize
trade unions, joint relationships usually
are handled between the management
and the union organizations. Union
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contracts customarily cover wages, hours
of work, and general conditions in the
shop, and occasionally they include
agreements for the mediation or arbitra-
tion of disagreements, for unemploy-
ment insurance, or for other subjects
outside the routine of ordinary union
negotiations. There has also grown up
in some industries a system of union-
management cooperation, having for its
purpose joint endeavors toward the pro-
motion of operating efficiency, the reduc-
tion of costs, and the huilding-up of
morale. The union labor movement is
treated in another paper in this series.

Employee Representation

Perhaps the most impressive develop-
ment of recent years in connection with
joint relationships in American industry
is employee representation. Under this
classification are included all formal
agreements for direct dealing between
management and representatives elected
by and from the employees in an indi-
vidual company or plant.

The representation movement as a
conspicuous part of industrial manage-
ment dates from about 1915 and the
period of its greatest growth did not be-
gin until after the United States entered
the World War. In the period of busi-
ness depression beginning in 1921, a con-
siderable number of plans were aban-
doned, but in the last five years repre-
sentation has shown a steady growth.

Under the typical plan of employee
representation the workmen of a single
company elect representatives from
among their own number, usually by vot-
ing districts arranged in such a way that
each representative has for his constit-,
uents fellow-workers with whose condi-
tions and jobs he is intimately familiar.
These employee representatives deal
with representatives of the management

through joint conferences and joint com-
mittees and in other ways. The author-
ity of the shop committees or works
councils and the scope of subjects which
they are authorized to consider vary in
the procedure of different companies.
While in a few cases, employees are pro-
hibited from joining unions or from
joining a particular union that has been
in active opposition to the employing
company, it is usual for a representation
plan to provide explicitly or tacitly for
the undiscriminating employment of
union and non-union men.

In addition to the organized practices
in joint relationships that have been dis-
cussed, there are many less formal meth-
ods of dealing with subjects of mutual
interest. In some companies the ap-
proach of the employees to the manage-
ment is limited to line officials, with
whom the individual workman is re-
quired to take up grievances or sugges-
tions. In others the personnel depart-
ment functions as the point of contact
between management and employees.
There are infrequent cases in which
members of the company's boards of di-
rectors are elected by rank-and-file em-
ployees.

An important function of any proce-
dure in joint relationships is the ex-
change of information and opinions be-
tween management and workpeople.
Sometimes this is effected through a rep-
resentation plan or an agreement for
union-management cooperation, some-
times through employees' newspapers or
other plant publications, and sometimes
through more or less formal suggestion
systems under which workmen are en-
couraged to submit to the management
their ideas as to improving conditions or
methods of operation. Usually these
suggestion plans include the payment of
awards for valuable ideas that are
adopted.
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Interest in Personnel Administration
Growing

In the last few years there have been
times when, on the surface, it might
seem as though the personnel movement
in America had received a set-back.
This impression was caused largely by
the fact that at various times there
seemed to be an unusual number of per-
sonnel men looking for positions. It
may be stated that there is vastly more
interest in personnel administration in
America than ever before and that this
interest is on a sounder basis. For some
years it was difficult to get the factory
manager or the president or other line
officials to take an interest in personnel
problems, the inclination being to refer
all such matters to the personnel man.
With the growing recognition that per-
sonnel administration on a sound basis
has a definite relation to the business
success of the organization, a good deal
of this former indifference has dis-
appeared.

Furthermore, it is being recognized
that sound management has a very defi-
nite relation to the interests of the em-
ployees, and that the. introduction of
effort-saving machinery and labor-saving

management and the development of
better morale almost inevitably result
in greater output as a result of which the
employees receive increased earnings.

An interest in personnel administra-
tion has become an eminently respect-
able subject for discussion in business
meetings, especially as the subject-mat-
ter is approached in terms of manage-
ment. Indeed, it would be practically
impossible to keep the subject of per-
sonnel out of any meeting of executives
discussing almost any management prob-
lem, whether it be a meeting of treas-
urers or comptrollers at a conference on
financial management; of factory execu-
tives at a conference on production; of
sales executives at a conference on mar-
keting; of office managers discussing of-
fice management; or at a round-table of
presidents discussing problems of gen-
eral management.

What appeared to be a period of de-
clining interest in personnel administra-
tion from approximately 1920 to 1924
may now be interpreted as a period of
transition which has led to a sounder
concept of the function of personnel
activity in the management of the con-
cern and of its relation to the welfare of
the community at large.






